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This paper analyzes the conceptually challenging endeavor of integrating an earth science based perspective with social ecological landscapes. Social ecological systems (SES) emerged as a key idea in ecology in the 1980s, with concepts such as ‘ecological resilience’ (Holling 1973) and ‘emergence’ (or nonlinear, non-equilibrium dynamics) (Holling, 1986, 1996) initially coming under focus. Over the years, sophistication of SES models progressed, leading to understanding of episodic buildup-conservation-release-reorganization of energy in the landscape (also referred to as ‘panarchy’ or ‘adaptive cycle theory’; described in Gunderson and Holling 2002), and the crucial role of ‘ecological memory’ or ‘path-dependence’ in unfolding of landscape-level processes (Stuart Chapin III et al. 2009). Those insights have obvious implications for management of complex systems that defy linear modeling and stability based solutions. Specifically referring to watersheds, Holling et al (1995) observed that short-sighted engineering based approaches can erode the resilience of complex systems by interfering with hydrological and ecosystemic components and their mutual interaction pathways. However even as considerable attention was given to the integration of ecological and human components and calls were made to study them from ‘cross-scale frameworks’, relatively little attention was given to land-formation and erosional processes operating over geological time (deep time). With the emergence of the Anthropocene concept (Davies 2016), it has now become imperative that we extend our understanding of complex adaptive social ecological landscapes to appreciate how land-formation evolved over deep time, and how and to what extent human agency (anthropos) is an endogenous component of such processes (in geological time and geomorphic scale). This paper reflects on the continuum of mountain uplift and denudation, flow and deposition dynamics of river systems, and episodic transformation events to argue that this new understanding of landscapes must incorporate humans to posit them in a geological ‘context’. This requires at once a descriptive and reflexive (based on the critical deconstruction of the concept) understanding of the Anthropocene; one that allows us to understand the true scale of the human ‘blip’ on the evolving landscape.
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